Wedding
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Kelle
&
Gregg
NAMES Kelle O’Neal & Gregg Loos LIVE IN Bernardsville, New Jersey OCCUPATIONS Kelle owns a technology and business
strategy consulting company and Gregg is the VP of sales for a software company THE WEDDING PARTY Kelle, Gregg, their daughter,
Fallon, and his sons, Hunter and Chase THE PROPOSAL “Greg, Hunter, Chase and I were all standing on the Eiffel Tower in Paris
holding hands in a circle when Gregg asked me to join him and his boys and be an official member of the family.” WHY MENDOCINO
COUNTY Kelle grew up in the Bay Area and traveled to Mendocino as a child. Gregg grew up in Toronto, Canada and agreed to have
the wedding in Mendocino without ever having been there! They both love water and the drama
of the Northern California coastline and liked the “laid back, arty vibe of Mendocino over the more
pretentious coastal settings in California”. They also liked that as a “destination wedding” their
Photographs by
guests could choose from a variety of lodging price ranges and things to do, from hiking and bike
Kate Webber Photography
riding to shopping and wine tasting CEREMONY ELEMENTS All the children were involved, their
friend, Antony was their officiant, Kelle and Gregg wrote their vows and Antony wrote the rest of the
ceremony based on what he knows about them and their goals and values as a family, they performed a water ceremony, cleansing all their
hands together symbolizing the washing away of the past and the beginning of their new family FAVORITE MEMORIES Gregg: Fallon
coming down the aisle with the boys and her cousin Madi in a red wagon. Kelle: Hunter and Chase’s beautiful toast to her and Gregg
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Marry Me in Mendocino County 2011

CEREMONY Mendocino Bay Overlook RECEPTION, REHEARSAL DINNER, SUNDAY BRUNCH Spring Ranch
MUSIC DJ Sol CROQUEMBOUCHE Mendo Cakes FLOWERS Natalie Bowen CATERING Jessica Lasky Catering
RENTALS Zephyr Tents TRANSPORTATION California Wine Tours PHOTOGRAPHER Kate Webber Photography
HAIR/MAKE-UP Neja Cosmetics WEDDING PLANNING & DESIGN AE Planning & Design PAPER MATERIALS
Hello Lucky Invitations PROCESSIONAL “Glitter in the Air” by Pink RECESSIONAL “If It’s Love” by Train
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